
Course Announcement

Construction of o-minimal structures

Math 223M, Fall Quarter 2018

MWF 10 am–10:50 am, MS 5148

Instructor. Matthias Aschenbrenner (matthias@math.ucla.edu)

Office hours. by appointment; MS 5614.

Description. O-minimality is a property of ordered structures which yields results general-
izing the classical finiteness theorems long known to hold for semialgebraic and subanalytic
sets, such as the existence of cell decompositions and Whitney stratifications. This leads to
a development of a kind of “tame topology” (envisaged by Grothendieck). Although origi-
nating in model theory, the notion of an o-minimal structure has proven to be useful in real
algebraic and real analytic geometry, and the general theory has even had applications to
subjects as varied as Lie theory, economics, and neural networks.

Most recently, o-minimality has also found surprising uses in diophantine geometry, among
other things leading to (unconditional) proofs of important cases of the André-Oort Conjec-
ture. An important role in these developments is played by an o-minimal structure denoted
by Ran,exp (the ordered field of real numbers expanded by restricted analytic functions and
the exponential function), because it defines all elementary functions (with suitable necessary
restrictions on periodic ones such as sine and cosine).

The construction of o-minimal structures often uses ideas from elimination theory and res-
olution of singularities. In this course we will focus on such methods, using Ran,exp as our
guiding example. We will introduce the o-minimality axiom and its main consequences, and
then give a complete proof of the o-minimality of Ran,exp. Time permitting, we will also
discuss Wilkie’s results on analytic continuation of germs of definable functions in Ran,exp.

Prerequisites. Some basic knowledge of first-order logic, model theory, and abstract alge-
bra should be sufficient. If in doubt about your background, ask me.
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